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IGNITE
QuoteS:

“to heLL with circumstances. I CReate opportunitieS.”  
Bruce Lee

“Always carry a Light buLb.” 
Bob Dylan

“You have to go After creativity with a cLub.” 
Jack London

ignite  action StepS
 

1. the artifacts we surround ourselves with impact how we think. therefore, buy a light bulb (preferably 
an oversize vintage bulb) and set it on your desk.

2. thomas edison once said, “Discontent is the first necessity of progress.” So… for a moment become 
discontent with your life and let this be a motivator to help you to dream and define bigger life goals. 
In particular, write out 5-10 of your life goals and imagine that you will share your goals with someone 
of immense talent and drive. this will give your goal setting exercise a stronger edge.

core idea:
to ignite great ideas it requires effort and force… like steel striking against flint.

1 .  kickstart

noteS:
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IGNITE2 .  adventure

QuoteS:

“the word adventure has gotten overused. for me, when 
everything goes WROnG, that’s when adventure starts.”  
Yvon Chioinard

“SucceSS consists from going from failure to failure 
without loss of enthuSiaSm.” 
theodore Roosevelt

core idea:
Resiliency and tenacity are integral characteristics to being creative and 
generating new ideas.

ignite  action Step
 

1. Write down a project or challenge that you are working on. Visualize the arc or trajectory of progress 
and realize that it always involves going through difficulty and challenge. then commit to seeing the 
project through the difficulty that may arise.

project

adventure

finaL 
reSuLtS

noteS:
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IGNITE3 .  risk

QuoteS:

“everyman DIeS, but not everyman reAlly LiveS.”  
William Wallace

“throw off the bowlines, sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the 
trade winds in your sails. explore. Dream. Discover.” 
Mark twain

core idea:
Generating new ideas requires risk and risk requires action. Risk is the substance 
that accomplishments are made of, yet it is an educated and intelligent risk that 
leads to the best results. 

ignite  action Step
 

1. On a piece of paper write down a few big risks, goals, projects or ideas that you would like to accomplish. 
next, commit to learning more about one of those goals, because the more you learn the more you 
increase the odds of taking a risk that will succeed. 

Safe

unSafe

noteS:
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Safe

unSafe



IGNITE4.  begin

QuoteS:

“creativity is making the ORDInaRY extraordinary.”  

“opportunities come after we are inspireD.” 

“you have giftS and SkiLLS that you have yet to DisCover.” 

ignite  action Step
 

1. Draw out a map of connections. Begin by putting your name in the middle the circle below. then write 
out your connections and interests in the surrounding circles (use words or pictures). next, evaluate 
your connections and consider developing or pursing one of them as a way to generate new ideas. 
turn to the next page to view and example and to have some space to write out your own map of 
connections.

core idea:  Many of the most creative ideas start with what we already know. 
For example, Guttenberg took what he knew from using a winepress and built the 
printing press, which changed the world forever. and to think, the invention of the 
printed page all start with grapes.

noteS:



IGNITEkickstart notes
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IGNITE5 .  perspective

QuoteS:

“A whale ship was my harvard.”  
Herman Melville

“when i sit down to write about history at my computer, i imagine 
sitting around a campfire and telling stories.” 
Steven ambrose

ignite  action StepS
 

1. Physically change your perspective so that you can see the world with fresh ideas – step up on a rock, 
climb a tree or lay down on the grass in a park.

2. Internally change your perspective with your work and life. Follow Stephen ambrose’s lead and use 
your imagination to consider what you are doing from a fresh and invigorating perspective.

core idea:
One of the quickest ways to generate new ideas is to change your perspective.

noteS:



IGNITE6 .  daydream

Quote:

“those who dream by day are COGnIzant of things which 
eSCaPe those who only dream by night.”  
edgar allen Poe

ignite  action Step
 

1. as you seek to generate new ideas, remember to take time to relax. Often when you relax it will help 
you discover a solution to a problem that was there all along. the next time you get stuck searching 
for a solution pause and take a deep breath. 

core idea:
Rather than focusing on a problem with intensity, sometimes it is helpful to 
relax, breathe and to let your mind calm down. Daydreaming is a powerful way 
to come up with creative new ideas.

noteS:



IGNITE7.  limits

QuoteS:

“when forced to work within a strict framework, the imAginAtion 
is taxed to its utmost – and will produce its richest ideas. given total 
freedom, the work is likely to sprawl.”  
t.S. eliot

“the enemy of art is the Absence of limitations.” 
Orson Wells

ignite  action Step
 

1. embrace Limitations. Rather than brainstorming without limit, add some constraints and this will 
funnel and focus your idea generation task.

core idea:
Limitation and restraint help creativity to flourish.

noteS:



IGNITE8 .  amateur

QuoteS:

“in the beginners mind, there are ManY possibilities but in the 
experts there are few.”  
Shunryu Suzuki

“the heaviness of being successful was replaced with the lightness 
of being a beginner again.” 
Steve Jobs

ignite  action Step
 

1. embrace the amateur sprit. Let go of your need to get everything right. Rekindle you passion for 
trying new things. try something new today.

core idea:
In order to generate new ideas, we need to make mistakes more boldly. 
embrace the idea of amateur spirit, which isn’t afraid of trying something new.

noteS:



IGNITE9.  time

Quote:

“work expands as to fiLL the time which is available for its 
completion.”  
Cyril Parkinson

ignite  action Step
 

1. answer the question, “What is your most productive/effect time of the day?” next, take active steps 
to carve out, protect and save that window of time for your most important projects.

core idea:
take back the clock and don’t let it fly away. time is not concrete but rather 
relative to our own internal clocks. 

noteS:



IGNITE10.  listen

Quote:

“the secret to finding GOOD ideaS is to get good at aCtIVe 
LiStening.”  
John Leopold

ignite  action Step
 

1. take time to ask and listen to someone today and record what you learned. Devout time to the art 
of listening because you never know when you might encounter a story that will change you forever.

core idea:
Where do good ideas come from?

noteS:
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